
Nature in Movement 
 
The unconditioned use of photography by creators with an artistic formation has led to 
a paradoxical use of the medium, a practice very scarcely seen before the diffusion of 
photography among the plastic arts. Being an eminently realist instrument, many of 
these creators use it in different ways – in an oppositional or, occasionally, a 
complimentary way – with many of their images faithfully reflecting a specific 
environment, albeit with partial manipulations or – even more interestingly – global 
intentions that have little to do with the setting. According to this general method, 
photography, and by extension, reality itself, does not serve to allude to that reality, 
but rather makes use of it as a metaphor for something invisible. 
 
With a formation in painting – during her studies, because she has almost never 
exercised this art – and a budding sculptural activity, as well as being a compulsive 
draughtswoman, Mayte Vieta began to develop her work with photography in a direct 
way with series’ such as La presencia del instante, a group that came out of personal 
photographs, summer shots that evoke a pleasant moment of the past. By her own 
admission, she has been attracted to work with photographic images from the time she 
was a student (and the viewing public was first able to see this facet of her work in her 
small iron boxes lining the wall which contained family photos), and it is through 
these works that she establishes a relation between image – almost always 
manipulated, but never overly so – and the communication of not very explicit 
sensations or feelings, the readings of which are left to the viewer. This viewer, if in 
possession of the different fragments of the vieta mosaic, can reach one or various 
inter-related conclusions. 
 
In the same way as occurred a century ago, when artists fearlessly invoked nature, 
albeit with an artificial application of the same, many creators of recent years use 
natural settings as metaphors that go beyond these environments. The same occurs 
with Mayte Vieta, whose work is rich with continual references to nature, unspoiled 
by any direct human reference (the exceptions are few and have slowly been 
disappearing from her work, except in the cases of the artist herself or, rarely, of 
fragments of other bodies). Nonetheless, a constant tension hangs over these natural 
landscapes, a tension that is never explicit and yet which establishes itself as the centre 
of the works. This is evident in as much the photographic as the sculptural work. Both 
the images as well as the three-dimensional figures possess an initially static 
appearance, whether it be the frozen landscape of the South Pole, or the root of a tree. 
Despite this, they are elements that show nature as always in movement. Never still, 
always in metamorphosis. 
  
Some works show the artist herself in physical relation to nature. Although she does 
not attempt to hide the fact that it is she, this use of her own body does not denote an 
autobiographical intention. Or one no more personal that the unavoidable fact that she 



is also affected (a use of her body to deal with general subjects, which in the case of 
other Spanish artists has ended by becoming personal). In these works, her body is 
completely covered by the natural element. In the series Silencio, it is submerged in 
the bottom of the sea. Inert, her body lacks will, it is a material moulded and directed 
by the water. In a more artificial, but perhaps more obvious way, in the series A 
ciegas, the body is inserted into a natural whirlpool. As though belonging unavoidably 
to it, the physical body suffers the same illness as nature: to be material in movement, 
object of endless transit. And it is in another work created at a similar time, La bise 
noire, that the body is now incrusted with a type of organic material. Is it possible to 
be more explicit in the idea of the relation between person and nature? 
 
At times, she has used installations in which the physical context was a determining 
factor for the definition of the works. This occurred with La presencia del instante, 
where she put photographs of various series over the façade of a house in the country, 
or in Tarde de encuentro, as it was mounted in the Metrònom (which belonged to the 
group Corredores de luz, a group of works where light is a fundamental element). 
While in one intervention, the intention was to relate the photography of a seascape 
with the natural light that filtered through the window and passed through the image 
itself, in the other, the idea consisted of overlapping various photographs on the façade 
of a house in poor condition and close to being demolished; among these images was a 
group of photographs of landscapes taken from a train  - frozen from the moment they 
were photographed. Examining these installations, what immediately comes to mind is 
the most basic relationship, the direct contraposition between nature and work of art, 
with all of the possible derivations. And nonetheless, if one takes into account the 
creative total of Mayte Vieta’s work, one cannot forget her interest in alluding, while 
at the same time making use of its metaphoric potential, to the same material condition 
of the artistic work, her belonging to this setting. The vocation of being its opposite, 
the necessity of belonging to it.  
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